It is shown that a viscous flow of a polyatomic gas in a magnetic field can give rise to a vector polarization of the molecular rotational angular momenta. This viscomagnetic vector polarization is calculated from an appropriate set of moment equations pertaining to the linearized WaldmannSnider equation. In particular, the transverse effect is discussed and an estimate of its order of magnitude is given for nitrogen.
Nonequilibrium alignment phenomena in dilute gases of polyatomic molecules or atomic vapors have been subject of several papers in the last decade 1-3. In particular, in a viscous streaming gas with a velocity gradient V v a tensor polarization {J J ) of the molecular rotational angular momenta h J ( ( ...) denotes an average over the nonequilibrium distribution function) is produced by collisions if the molecular interaction is nonsphericai. The ten sor polarization gives rise to an anisotropic part of the dielectric tensor if the electric polarizability of the molecule is anisotropic. This phenomenon of flow birefringence has been studied extensively, both theoretically4 and experimentally3. Indirectly related to this alignment is the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of the viscosity1' 6: Since the tensor polariza tion, which influences the momentum transport, precesses in an external magnetic field, the viscosity coefficients become field dependent.
The simplest case of an alignment, however, is the vector polarization ( J ) . But without an external field it cannot exist in a viscous flowing gas or a heat conducting gas. If a temperature gradient is present, one has the constitutive law (//<)= aflv V,. T , where a uv has to be a pseudo-tensor since parity is conserved in molecular interaction. This tensor afiv can be constructed from an electric field E (which is a polar vector). Because of parity reasons the only possibility is (with being the totally anti * On leave from the Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, West Germany.
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symmetric isotropic third rank tensor) = a EnX v E).
which gives rise to a vector polarization (in a gas of polar molecules) perpendicular to electric field and temperature gradient:
The coefficient a has been related to kinetic theory collision integrals by Hamer and Knaap 7.
If a velocity gradient is present, the vector polari zation and \/V are connected by a third rank true tensor (//«) = ß ßvX^vVk.
(
In an isotropic gas, the tensor ßßV x must be propor tional to an isotropic tensor of third rank. The only available one is the totally antisymmetric tensor £ßrx. Since £uvx Vv v-,_ = 0, a vector polarization cannot be produced directly. [It should be noted, however, that a vector polarization due to a rotation of the velocity can exist (Barnett-effect) without a field: (J) = a B rotU .
The Barnett coefficient aB usually is very small 8 so that the local Barnett polarization (which would occur in a Couette-or Poiseuille flow) can be dis regarded.] If, however, a magnetic field H = H h is present, ßßV x also contains parts symmetric with respect to v and I :
X (eßXx K + eux>, hx h,) + ß3 (H) hß hy hx.
It is the task of the kinetic theory of polyatomic gases based on the Waldmann-Snider equation 9' 10, to derive Eqs. (1, 2) and to find expressions for the coefficients ß t , ß2, ß3 in terms of properties of single molecules (i. e. magnetic moment) and their mutual nonspherical interaction.
The paper proceeds as follows: From the linear ized Waldmann-Snider equation8-12, a set of cou pled tensor equations for the appropriate macro scopic observables (moments) is derived. By use of the projection operator technique developed by Hess and Waldmann13 we give an expression for (J) in terms of V V and magnetic field H. The proportionality coefficient contains certain Wald mann-Snider collision integrals n >14, whose connec tion with the nonspherical molecular interaction is briefly discussed. A possible experimental device for the measurement of the effect is described; the order of magnitude of expected results is estimated.
Moment Equations
In this section the transport-relaxation equations needed for the treatment of the flow induced vector polarization in a magnetic field are derived. The starting point is the Waldmann-Snider equation 9' 10 for the distribution operator f(t,X, C, J) of the gas (C is the molecular velocity and h J is the rotational angular momentum of a molecule). For simplicity, restriction is made to linear diamagnetic molecules with an internal Hamiltonian 7-Jrot = h 2 J2/2 0 where 0 is the moment of inertia.
For the nonequilibrium distribution / the usual ansatz
is made. In Eq. (3) h = «0 QrUm!2 a kB T0) 3'2 exp ( --^r -\ 1 A ;B V o A :B i o / (4) is a global Maxwellian with temperature T0 and particle number density 770; (?rot = Tr !Hrot is the rotational partition function, "Tr" stands for a sum over rotational quantum numbers and the trace over magnetic quantum numbers. The relative deviation of the distribution from equilibrium, 0 , obeys the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation
Here, col = ju" gn H/h is the Larmor frequency (un being the nuclear magneton, gn the rotational ^-fac tor, H the magnitude of the magnetic field), h is a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field and co(0) is the linearized Waldmann-Snider col lision operator8-12 which contains the binary scat tering amplitude matrix and its adjoint.
In the moment method8' 12, the linearized W-S equation is transformed into an (infinite) set of coupled differential equations for the moments of the distribution function. For special problems only a small finite subset of expansion tensors (the aver ages of which are the moments) is needed. For our case these expansion tensors are given in Table 1 . 
Here, W = (m/2 kB T0) 1!2 C is the dimensionless molecular velocity, the bar ■ ---■ denotes the irreduc ible part of a tensor and the upper indices indicate the tensor ranks in W and J , respectively. Notice, that is not irreducible. The expansion tensors are mutually orthogonal and normalized according to^' 0))o= <^01) = <W , (6a)
The symbol ( ...)o denotes an equilibrium average and v = 1(<W <5,./ + <V <W) -i ^ V»' is a fourth rank tensor which projects out the irreduc ible part if applied to an arbitrary second rank ten sor. Introducing aß = ( 0 < j_}O)) (mean velocity), bß = ( (vector polarization), aßV = ( ) (friction pressure tensor) and = ( 0%\\), the correction function 0 can be written as
Now, the expansion Eq. (7) is inserted into Eq. 
«L Ä, W + ( co (<Z>gV',r) >o <V/.*' + ( w (^) )0 + (tfg ft }0 aM y = 0 . (10) W
Due to the rotational invariance of the collision operator the Wigner-Eckart Theorem can be applied to the collision brackets yielding
)o = n0 ürel @ (|8)4*."V , 
The Viscomagnetic Vector Polarization
To obtain an expression for the flow induced vector polarization b in a magnetic field, the tensors aßV and aßV tx have to be eliminited in Equations (16) Since for zero magnetic field the brackets give d.uv dx* and since \Z\xii,x,qT = 0 there is no effect without a magnetic field, as was expected.
Using the constraint div V = 0 and the relation hu hv h; hy = 0 we obtain, after some la bour, an expression for the viscomagnetic vector polarization
Here, we have introduced the viscosity rj by rj = p/n0 vrei <3 (20) • The effect is inversely proportional to the pressure p. It approaches zero for high mag netic fields due to the destruction of the polariza tion by the fast precession. The coefficients ß x, ß2, ß3 introduced phenomenologically [see Eq. (2)] can immediately be inferred from Equation (25).
Next, some remarks on the relevant effective cross sections are in order. We use the general form of an effective cross section, presented in Ref. 
Here, / / , j 2 , y' = / e' and jx, j2, y = y e are the rotational quantum numbers and dimensionless rela tive velocities before and after the collision, respec tively; e(j) is the rotational energy divided by kBT0; "tr" denotes the trace over magnetic quan tum numbers and # = arccos (C For the two relaxation cross sections 3(18) and 3 ( 21), the "spherical approximation" 11 yields 3(11) (30) where .Q is a well-known Chapman-Cowling inte gral 16. In a first order DWBA one has a = asPh + £ anonsph, where £ is a rough measure for the ratio of the nonspherical and the spherical part of the potential and where «nonsph is linear in the non spherical part of the interaction n . It can be shown, that 3( §1), 3 (öi) and 3 (IS) are of order £2 for linear molecules Thus the whole effect is of order £2, a result which is also true for the SenftlebenBeenakker effect on the viscosity 6.
For a comparison, the expression for the flow induced tensor polarization ( J J ) is given4: 2 (12(12 a n 1/2 JL ®lfo)
which is, in first order DWBA, independent of the nonsphericity parameter n . Thus, for the hydrogen molecules the flow induced vector polarization is certainly much smaller than the tensor polarization. But for molecules with large nonsphericity a com parison on the basis of £ cannot be made.
Discussion: Estimate of the Order of Magnitude
Consider a polyatomic gas flowing in x-direction through a rectangular channel with the dimensions Lx, Ly, L~(LX, Ly^> L~). Then, approximately one has Vt) « (dv/dz) e x e~. The magnetic field is in z-direction and we are looking for the vector polari zation in ^/-direction. For convenience a scale factor a = (5 ( 21)/© (oi) is introduced. Furthermore, {/2)0 is evaluated in the high temperature limit yielding (/'-'}0 T/TI01 where Trot = h 2/2 kB 6 . For the transverse vector polarization (J}/) we then ob tain:
The effect is maximal for (<p2i)max = a -12.
Next, Ave give an estimate of the order of mag nitude of the maximal effect for nitrogen at T = 300 K, p = 1 Torr. We take a = @(|})/@(8i) -2 [which is the order of the known ratio ©({!)/ @(ol)]-Then (9931)max corresponds to a magnetic field of about 1 kG. The velocity gradient near the boundary is 3i>/3z ~ Lz dp/Lx rj where dp is the pressure difference along the ^-direction. With LJLX~ K T 1, r rot = 2.9K, dp/p ~ 0. On the other hand, the (longitudinal) equilibrium vector polarization (Jz)0 « gn f-ln H (J2) j3 kB T0 is, for H = 1 kG, of the order 10~6, i.e. at least one order of magnitude smaller than (Jy).
The viscomagnetic vector polarization should be still of detectable size. It gives rise to a macroscopic magnetization of the gas M = n0jungn( J )
which is pressure independent. The transverse com ponent My should be measurable if a time varying magnetic field H is used.
